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About This Game

First person view horror game. You are the cop, who fell asleep in his office. Waking up, you learn of some psychopath who
craves for your death and informs of this through notes. Try to get out of the police station avoiding meeting the robot guard.

Leave the police station as soon as possible.
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This game reminds me of Case Animatronics, but that's ok, The atmosphere is not bad, and good thing there is no loud SFX that
disrupts your ear health, let's come to cons, The AI Robot girl is annoying, There are too many door keys, The station is too big,
there is no much intresting puzzles

6.5\/10, You can give a chance to this game!

. Well it's a Puzzle game, you will get jumpscared the first time then it becomes an annoyance!

The first half of the game is a puzzle solving game, until you meet the android.

I suggest you get a good headphone to listen to the footsteps and evade the Robot, in some parts the footsteps are everywhere so
you won't be able to predict we're the robot is so you will have to GO FOR IT and hope for the best.

The sounds are fine, the music is fine, there is one part of the game that you will hate so much because you would be required to
do a lot with no check points in between.

I hated the ending so much.

The price is reasonable but I was expecting more *THAT ENDING*

You can check my gameplay here
https:\/\/youtu.be\/7L2VPb3nWFc. Well it's a Puzzle game, you will get jumpscared the first time then it becomes an
annoyance!
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